THROUGH THE LENS OF SEEDS

a collaboration of art and science
by Arielle Rebek and Dr. Marina LaForgia

April 21\textsuperscript{st}, 4-6 PM, 1026 SCIENCES LABORATORY BUILDING, UC DAVIS

Underneath our feet is an entire world of sleeping plants, lying in wait for the right combination of cues to transition from seed to seedling. This pool of viable seeds in the soil, collectively known as the seed bank, holds memories of past plant communities and glimpses into future ones. Join us as we bring this invisible world to life in an exhibit that showcases the beauty and diversity of California grassland seed banks with artwork by Arielle Rebek (www.ariellerebek.com) that visually highlights relationships in Dr. Marina LaForgia’s research (marinalaforgia.github.io).

For information, contact:
Teri Barry (tcbarry@ucdavis.edu) or Alison Colwell (aelcolwell@ucdavis.edu)